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Book Reviews 

One Father, One Blood: Descent and Group Structure among 
the Nelpa People. Al1.drew strathern. £3.80. 
London:· Tavistock Publications, 1972 

Thi:s "is a.' technical work dealing With a tecb.nical argument. 
Let alone not being'a book for begin:ne:i:'s~ it is not even one for 
more advanced students "lho are unfamiliar wi th the discussion to 
"lhich it contributes. Even as a. straight ethnography the "lork 
barely stands alone and, as the author admits. it really needs 
to be read in conjunction with his earlier volume, The Rope of 
Moka (Cambridge:' 1971) • . ' 

In this present vmrk Andre", Strathern continues his account 
of the lYieJ.pa-speaking people "lho live near Hount Hagen in the 
New Guinea Highlands. On this bdcasion he has chosen to concentrate 
on the internal constitution and composition of these people, taking 
as his example of them the Kawelka tribe. A start is made with an 
examination of the local idioms and ideology of kinship relations, 
and in this first chapter the title of the book is explained. It 
is an expression of the opposition between patrilineal descent 
(one father) and cognatic ties (one blood - this substance being 
regarded as derived from the mother). In the second chapter is 
revealed the discrepancy bet"leen ideology and the actual composition 
of groups among the Kavlelka, and after that are considered 
certain factors which influence and help explain this dis
crepancy; the settlement pattern and co-residence (Chapter 3) 
and warfare vlhich is non mainly a tl>ing of the past (Chapter 4). 
In Chapters 5 and 6 are cOlwidered respectively actual case histories 
of affiliation and c~10ice in selecting group membership. In 
Chapter 7 the question of whether members of clan-groups lvho are 
non-agnates suffer from louer status than full agnates is dis
cussed, and it is concluded that these categories are too gross 
to be cweful since individual examples indicate a variety of 
complications and qualifications which cannot be explained in 
teras of descent. In the final chapter Strathern revielvs the main 
concepts which he and other Nelv Guinea ethnographers have employed 
and suggests certain further lines of advance in the study of 
Highland societies. 

Andrew Strathern has once again exhibi ted his great knowledge 
of the area. The book is a substantial addition to New Guinea 
ethnography and is essential reading for all those concerned ldth 
the area. For those not so interested in the area the book may 
appear dull and difficult, and a bit of localised anthropological 
in-fighting (of a rather genteel sort). The only more general 
problem that is raised relates to the question put forward by 
J. A. Barnes in 1962 as to lvhether or not models derived from 
the study 9f acephalous African societies ldth corporate lineage 
structures are applicable to New Guinea Highland societies. That 
in some features they are, that in others they are not is barely 
surprising. As an outsider (in the sense that I am certainly no 
specialist in the area) I lVDUld like to stick my neck out and. 
suggest that someone should look very hard and. make certain t..h.at 
the most enormous red herring has not been drawn across New 
Guinea. 

Peter Ri vilre 
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An Introduction to Social Anthropologv. Lucy mail' ,1972. 
Second edition, Clarendon Press, Oxford. 
£2.00 ~ardback; £1 paperback. 

Lucy r,Iair, who taught for many years,at ~he L.S.E., has 
reissued her introducto~book, first published in 1965. She 
claims to have.extended the.discussion of aspects of social 
anthropology which are receiving more.attention today than they 
I'lere five years ago~ But this second edition does not read like 
a modern incroduction to a disCipline that has c}langed considerably 
in that period.. Her view of the subject as a branch of' sociology 
certainly no longer commands universal assent and vlha t she regards 
as *Some IViatters of Current Discussion' (the comparative method, 

.anthropology as history or science,· 'function') may have been 
important a decade ago but. are simply no longer the crucial areas 
of debate ~ She SPeaks of Halinowski' s and RadCli ffe~rovm' s 
theories as 'so muoha part of the body or thOW)lt of contemporary 
anthropOlogy that they are better . dealt vlith in the contoxt of 
C1;lrrent.problems'.In departments less import&lt than that w·.ith 
~'1hich she is associated teaching· surely no long-er reflects this. 
The last three. chapters on the 'Related Subj ects' of social change, 
applied anthropology and race relations .look decidedly odd. 

There are two cilapters on religion, but we miss a section 
on that area called 'symbolism' or 'classification' in '\<;hich LlUch 
of the most exciting recent work has been done. This book belies 
a recent statement that L~vi-Strauss' vision 'imposes itself as 
the inevitable landscape', a man vIllose ~'1ork in different fields 
has been so largely responsible for most of the important recent 
developments. And of kinship, laTTl and economics, she makes the 
amazing statement that these differ from religion because t.lle latter 
'is concerned \-1i th systems of belief as vIell as systems of relation
ship and action' On kinship in particular, that technical area 
in which some of the biggest issues have of late been fought out, 
j.1air provides no real indication of any of the chief vlays in v1hich 
progress has been made since 1960. There is no adequate discussion 
of 'alliance' theory and she seems to have no greater idea than 
Fortes or Radcliffe-Brown of the nature of the dissent involved 
in the ,mrk of Dumont, Leach and Needham. Leach did not simply 
'comment' on Fortes I 1'10 rk, as she puts it! 

There are 'suggestions for reading' at the ond of each chapter. 
And here whole ranges of that literature which has produced the 
ci1anges of our discipline in recent years is missing. Thus, after 
the chapter entitled '1ihat is Religion? I there are no references 
to w'orks vlritten in the last decade p and after that on 'Law', 
of the nineteen items recommended, only t .. IO have been published 
since 1960. In a work intended for consumption by those beginning 
their study of anthropology, this is astonishing. 

Some have expressed the view that a textbook of our subject 
is not possible. This is certainly true in vievl of the magnitude 
of recent changes, and the existence of deep differences of opinion. 
And Hair has merely 'tinkered' 1'Iith rather than thoroughly revised 
a book written nearly a decade ago. Some of the changes in this 
time have virtually given anthropology a new identity and by the 
nature of her treatment and omissioI"~' 1·1ai1" seems to indicate that 
an intelligent consideration of this ne1'1er anthropology is not of 
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great importance. She., perhaps the most loyal to ~~alino\1sld' 
of a generation, few of 'l'Thom were really rebels, se'emsto have' 
deliberately excluded from her book any remark on the significance 
of these developments. (But strangely enough she agrees with the . 
opinion of a reviewer who claimed that Jarvie, the author of ~ 
Revolution, in Anthropolo.gy, trained at the L.S.E." lITaS not fully 
aware of the developments in theory since lIlalino'l'lski tstime. 
Mair herself seems to regard these' developments me rely as .' . 
'refinements', but this in many cases is a real misperception~) 

This book reads like a summation of the achievements of 
J!'lalinowski 's pu~ils, in many ways. . And, no doubt I such a tri bu 1;e 
is fittingifor {if I may borrolq from lJlatthew( Arnold) he vIas our 
talented and' energetic protestant,. our 'philist ine of genius '. 
:Te will do well to remembertllat there were t\-lO aspects to the man. 
The trouble has been perhaps that his followers did 'not dissent 
sufficiently, and possessedtin some cases, only one of his. qualities. 
There has been a surfeit of 'Hebraism' \-lhioh has impaired our 
grol'Tth, and no text book issued n01q should ignore, as Mair's does, 
the 'Hellenism' \'I'hich has transformed major areas of the subject. 
It.has not· been possible to dispel the dim consensus and redress 
the imbalance by spreading both sweetness and light. But it ought 
to be remembered, too, that: 'Be most honours my style who learns 
under it to destroy the teacher' (\vhitman). 

Malcc:Jlm Crick 


